
Motivational Interview
Step One: Prepare 

Gather at least 4 different colored markers and a flip chart 

Study the format 

Have your Candidate Reference List ready 

Check your mindset 

• Stay objective

• Remember: It is fine if the interviewee brings up personal information as they are interviewed, 
but you as the interviewer may not ASK about it.

Step Two: Conduct the Interview 
Position the flip chart so the interviewee is seated right in front. You stand next to the flip chart, so 
you can see the interviewee and write on the flip chart at the same time. 

Start by drawing a vertical line down the center and a horizontal line across the middle, resulting 
in four squares on the flip chart. Ask the interviewee what their two biggest priorities are besides 
Job and Money, then enter those priorities in the headings for squares 3 and 4. 

Together, you and the interviewee will fill in the details of motivation on the flip chart.

Capture their vision for the future

Job Money

Priority 3 Priority 4



I want you to pretend that you and I are sitting in this room five years from now, and I ask you 
how the past five years have been. You say, “Awesome!” 

Question 1  
What has to happen in the Job dimension of your life for you to be able to say “Awesome” five 
years from now?  
(Summarize their answer in that upper left square. If they have more than one answer, list 
each answer in bulleted format.) 

Question 2  
How do you envision that? What would it mean for that to happen?  
(For example: the interviewee may have said he/she wants to make a lot of money; you must 
find out exactly what a lot of money looks like to the interviewee. Using a different color 
marker, enter their answer in the same box.) 

Question 3  
Why would that achievement be important to you? How would that make you feel?  
(Using a different color marker, enter their answer in the same box.) 

Question 4  
What will having this do for you? What do you get? What impact would this have on you? Give 
me an example.  
(Using a different color marker, enter their answer in the same box.)

Repeat the above questions and process for each of the priorities in the other three squares 
(Money and the other two). You might also consider adding a fifth square, for which you ask them, 
“What else is important?” When done, step back and ask if there is anything they would like to 
add. 

Review the chart with the interviewee. Circle words that stand out. Ask the interviewee if these are 
the words that really motivate them. 

Reflect with the interviewee whether it’s possible for them to achieve all the things that are 
important to them through this role, or if their priorities are in conflict. Explore with them whether 
this job would get them closer to the things they value most.

For more helpful resources, visit 

mapscoachjordan.com


